The PIVOTCam-SE integrated camera offers high performance image capture with remote PTZ controls that are quiet and accurate, at a very attractive price.

Features/Benefits

- IP control, H.264/265 video streaming, and power-over-ethernet (PoE) are all supported over a single CAT6 cable, which dramatically simplifies installation.

- No need for additional hardware to control and save presets. A full Ross solution includes DashBoard control of all PTZF functionality and adjustments.

- Fast, small and silent, this camera can be placed in the most inconspicuous areas without being seen or heard.

- Flexible video output options allow for multiple resolutions to be broadcast simultaneously from both the 3G SDI and IP stream, including 4K and HD,
PIVOTCAM SE
The PIVOTCam SE is a 1080P SDI PTZF camera featuring a 4K video sensor. Offering a 23x optical zoom, lossless 2x digital zoom, native IP control, local genlock reference input, power-over-ethernet and H.264/265 streaming output, this extremely practical, feature-packed camera is a great value.

BE ON TARGET
Fast and efficient Pan/Tilt/Zoom and Focus control with preset recalls. A large pan range, ultra-smooth PTZ mechanism, and preset positions come together for fast and smooth maneuvering of the camera.

WELL CONNECTED
For installation simplicity and flexibility, the PIVOTCam SE supports IP control, streaming and power-over-ethernet (PoE), all over a single CAT6 cable.